
My 30-Second Pitch Blueprint

My Best Product Idea Is:

1

2

3

3 Key Benefits of My Product

List 3 Competitive Products Below:

Competitive Product #1

1

1 2    3

3 Key Benefits of Product #1

Competitive Product #2

2

1 2    3

Competitive Product #3

3

1 2    3

3 Key Benefits of Product #3

3 Key Benefits of Product #2 
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Compared to other ________ products, my product is (benefit 1), (benefit 2), and
has (benefit 3). It also has _______ (further unexpected benefits.  

My 30-Second Pitch Blueprint

My Best Product Idea Is:

1

2

3

3 Key Benefits of My Product

List 3 Competitive Products Below:

1

2

3

Comparing Your Product to Competitive Products:

Compared to 1 - my product is/has/does
the following better benefits/features 

Compared to 2 - my product is/has/does
the following better benefits/features 

Compared to 3 - my product is/has/does
the following better benefits/features 

Format to use for your  30-Second Pitch that Sells:

Your 30-Second Pitch That Sells goes here:

Benefit 1 Benefit 2 Benefit 3
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	untitled1: My product is a thin leather wallet. Compared to other wallets, it holds twice as many cards, is half as thick, yet remains thin and flexible in the back pocket. Also, you have full visibility of all cards, so you can retrieve any card in 10 seconds. It is also RFID protected to keep your cards secure. Men love that it carries all their stuff without being bulky. Women love that they can find any card in 10 seconds and that it is RFID protected. 
	untitled2: Holds more cards than most other wallets, but is half as thick.
	untitled3: It is flexible for comfort in the back pocket. Comfortable to sit on during long road trips.
	untitled4: Easily see every card in your wallet, access any card in 10 seconds. Also, it is RFID protected.
	untitled5: Aluma Wallet holds perhaps up to a dozen cards in an accordion style holder. It consists of an aluminum outer case and an accordion style card holder inside the case. 
	untitled6: Holds up to 12 cards for easy access.
	untitled7: It is RFID protected by a metal case. 
	untitled8: Small profile, fits easily in front pocket or in a purse. 
	untitled9: Big Skinny Wallet. Tri-fold wallet that that 12 - 15 cards in a thin rip-stop nylon wallet case.
	untitled10: The nylon is largely water proof for people who are active outdoors. 
	untitled11: Small profile, fits easily in front pocket or in a purse. 
	untitled12: Two sections in the billfold for cash. 
	untitled13: Allett Wallet. Bi-fold wallet that holds up to 16 cards in a thin rip-stop nylon wallet case. Note: this wallet does have some attractive features. 
	untitled14: The wallet is thinner than most - as cards are held in a thin nylon case and in two separate stacks. 
	untitled15: Flexes for comfort in a back pocket. 
	untitled16: Two sections in the billfold for cash. 
	untitled17: My product is a thin leather wallet. Compared to other wallets, it holds twice as many cards, is half as thick, yet remains thin and flexible in the back pocket. Also, you have full visibility of all cards, so you can retrieve any card in 10 seconds. It is also RFID protected to keep your cards secure. Men love that it carries all their stuff without being bulky. Women love that they can find any card in 10 seconds and that it is RFID protected. 
	untitled18: Holds more cards than most other wallets, but is half as thick.
	untitled19: It is flexible for comfort in the back pocket. Comfortable to sit on during long road trips.
	untitled20: Easily see every card in your wallet, access any card in 10 seconds. Also, it is RFID protected.
	untitled21: Aluma Wallet holds perhaps up to a dozen cards in an accordion style holder. 
	untitled22: Big Skinny Wallet. Tri-fold wallet that that 12 - 15 cards in a thin rip-stop nylon wallet case.
	untitled23: Allett Wallet. Bi-fold wallet that holds up to 16 cards in a thin rip-stop nylon wallet case.
	untitled24: Holds more cards - up to 24 cards vs maybe 12.
	untitled25: Holds more cards - up to 24 cards vs maybe 12.
	untitled26: Holds more cards - up to 24 vs. maybe 16 cards. 
	untitled27: Leather wallet that flexes for comfort, back pocket
	untitled28: My wallet is thin and flexible.
	untitled29: Full visibility of all cards. Find any card in 10 secs.
	untitled30: Full visibility of all cards. Find any card in 10 secs.
	untitled31: Full visibility of all cards. Find any card in 10 secs.
	untitled32: Cards are secured - not loose in pockets. 
	untitled33: Compared to other wallets, the Wonder Wallet is half as thick, holds twice as many cards, yet is thin and flexes in the back pocket for comfort. All cards are visible allowing any card to be retrieved in only 10 seconds. It is RFID protected to keep your cards secure from cyber-hacking. 


